You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for MAKITA 445X. You'll find
the answers to all your questions on the MAKITA 445X in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size,
accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Remove the full filter paper bag from the waste container. Close the plastic flange with the plug provided for this. VARNING: Sätt i kontakten till elredskapet i
eluttaget på motorenheten och anslut därefter apparaten till elnätet (fig. Keep this instruction manual with care. ALWAYS remove the plug from the An
electrical appliance is not a toy. electricity main (fig. @@@@ boxes , etc. ) must be kept out of children's reach. @@Before use, make sure that the
manufacturer. @@ appliance on your own.
ONLY connect the appliance to a power In compliance with the current laws in force, an socket with a capacity of at least 10A. Appliance no longer required
for service must be Do not pull the power cable to remove the rendered unusable by cutting off the electric power plug from the socket (fig. 002). Cable before
the appliance itself is thrown away. Make sure that the electricity main is equipped Do not use the appliance to vacuum up with a differential circuit-breaker
(safety type).
inflammable , explosive or corrosive substances (fig. Completely unwind the electric power cable 003). before turning on the appliance. Do not use the
appliance in places saturated with Only use electric cable extension in perfect gas. conditions.
Make sure that the cable section suits Only use water to clean the appliance. Do not the power required by the appliance. Use trichloroethylene, solvents or
abrasive Never drag the power cable over sharp edges and detergents. do not crush it. Never leave the appliance operating while The manufacturer declines
all responsibility unattended. For improper use, use that fails to comply Never leave the appliance outdoors where it can with the supplied instructions,
tampering be exposed to adverse weather conditions (rain, and inadequate maintenance of the frost, sun, etc. Never use the appliance: - with wet or damp
hands; - if it has dropped, is obviously broken or operates in an abnormal way; - if the electric power plug or cable are defective. Maximum power delivered
to power tool tap . Pull the top part of the hinges outwards to release the motor unit (fig. "A1").
When closing, make sure that the hinges have correctly fitted into their housings. Position O = Appliance off (indicator light off) · Position 1 = Appliance on
(indicator light on) Use of the appliance with electric power tools (fig. @@@@@@ "A4"). @@ "A5"). @@NEVER ever connect power tools whose power
rating exceeds 2000 W. @@Use the dust bag together with the filter cartridge. - Fit the filter paper bag into the drum (fig. "B1"). - Fit the plastic flange (x)
into the air inlet union (y). Take care not to damage the bag during the operation (fig.
@@Release the motor unit from the drum (fig. @@@@@@ "A1") and turn it upside down. @@@@The basket filter must only be used with the filter
cartridge fitted. @@@@@@@@@@@@To ensure that the appliance works efficiently, always keep the filter cartridge clean. It is advisable to replace the
cartridge after about 100 hours service.
- Fit the sleeve (M) of the hose pipe (code 01321B0N) into the air inlet union (Y) (fig. "C2") and the universal adapter (U) into the conveyor of the electric
power tool (fig. - Using the clamps (G), fix the electric cable of the electric power tool to the hose pipe (fig. Always remove the plug from the electricity main
before proceeding with any maintenance operation. How to change the dust bag - Remove the plastic flange (X) from the air inlet union (Y) of the vacuum
cleaner (fig.
"D1"). - Take the full filter paper bag out of the drum (fig. Clean the filter cartridge frequently using a soft bristle brush (fig. "D4"). To clean more
thoroughly, use a shower fitting and direct the jet of water from the inside towards the outside of the filter cartridge (fig. "D5"). Make sure that the filter
cartridge is perfectly dry before using it again. Rinse the sponge filter under running water WITHOUT using detergents. Shake the dirt from the basket filter
into a waste bin. Blow it clean with compressed air if necessary.
@@@@@@It is advisable to empty the drum when it is half full. @@-- Contact your nearest authorized technical assistance center (see enclosed list) if the
power cable has been damaged as special tools are required to change it. - Adaptez le filtre mousse sur le support moteur (voir la figure ci-contre). .
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